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Monica De Cardenas Gallery in Zuoz is pleased to announce an exhibition by the 
Swiss artist duo Lutz & Guggisberg. 
 
Like obsessive scientists or gentle maniacs Lutz & Guggisberg analyse our reality 
through objects, sculptures, constructions, installations, painting and video. They 
apply their curios, ironic gaze to those treasure-packed caverns that are museums. 
Display modes become models of worlds in which familiar forms intertwine with 
new visions. They say about their work: We always want to reconstruct the world 
that has exploded… We offer people and the market wild little islands of salvation, 
where to get lost, forget, dream. We are often totally lost. Then we find our way 
again and we continue. We create landscapes, tombs, parlours. Sometimes these 
inventions are quite close to reality, we must admit. 
 
Each of their works plays with our visual memory, prompting recollections that 
trigger a flow of associations; at the same time the images remain mysterious and 
the progress of the stories is unpredictable. References come from different fields, 
such as history, ethnology, geology, zoology, science fiction or other literature. The 
construction is based on imagination, humour, delirium, while the aesthetic / style 
recalls an experimental laboratory or a cabinet of curiosities.  
 
In this exhibition entitled Family of Sculptures they display sculptures of different 
types in a single itinerary, inviting us to take a walk through their multifaceted 
creativity: Lickstones are made with simple materials like plaster and lacquer, that 
through lengthy manipulation become gently rounded figures that remind us of the 
modernist sculptures of Hans Arp - but also, ironically, the surfaces of Apple 
computers; Pallet Birds are birds made with pieces of charred wood, each with a 
peculiar character; finally, there are works made from recycled objects and 
souvenirs densely assembled and then partially polished, like layered 
sedimentations of our time, or clusters of fetishes from real or imaginary travels. 
They will also present a video installation that surrounds the sculpture The Holy 
Wood and narrates the story of this mysterious object, its discovery and how it 
transforms the environment and the people around it.  
 
Museum shows include Bellpark, Kriens in 2014,  Centre d'Art Contemporain, 
Rennes and MUDAM in Luxembourg in 2013, Boijmans Van Beuningen Museum in 
Rotterdam in 2010, Centre Culturel Suisse in Paris, Kunsthaus Aarau and 
Folkwang Museum in Essen in 2008. Ikon Gallery Birmingham. 
In 2007 they participated in the Biennale of Sharjah, while in 2014 they took part in 
the group shows Gastspiel at Rietberg Museum in Zürich and Telling Tales at 
Centre PasquArt, Biel/Bienne. 
 
 
 

Lutz & Guggisberg 
Family of Sculptures 
 
Opening  
Saturday 30 July 6 pm 
 
Exhibition 
30 July – 3 September 
2016  
 
Gallery Hours 
Tues – Sat,  3 – 7 pm 
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